UDS Enterprise Free & Evaluation Edition®
Lab UDS Enterprise + VMware vSphere + RDP/XRDP
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INTRODUCTION
UDS Enterprise is a multiplatform VDI connection broker for Windows and Linux systems. It manages virtual desktop services,
user access to virtualization platforms and Data Center or Cloud resources.
UDS Enterprise offers a set of software elements that make up a platform for the management and deployment of IP services. One
of these services is the management of the life cycle, administration and connection to virtual desktops.
This document contains the basic instructions for installing the UDS Enterprise software elements on VMware vSphere virtual
infrastructure in order to deploy Windows and Linux virtual desktops.
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Deployment of UDS Enterprise Free & Evaluation Edition


The content of this section describes the steps to install UDS Enterprise Free
Edition and UDS Evaluation Version on a VMware vSphere 5.X / 6.X platform
(previously installed and configured).

In order to install and configure UDS Enterprise, we will
carry out the following tasks:




Request Virtual Cable UDS Appliances (Server and Tunneler) and
serial number (Free / Evaluation):
https://www.udsenterprise.com/en/downloads/
Upload UDS servers in Virtual Appliance format (.OVA) to the virtual
platform, in this case VMware vSphere (you must have vCenter
server).



Configure VMs and UDS Server Tunneler.



Prepare template (Gold Image) Windows and Linux (UDS Actor
install and enable RDP / XRPD).



Create items in the UDS administration: Service Provider,
Authenticator, OS manager and Transport.



Create and publish Windows and Linux Service Pools.



Install Connection Client (UDS Plugin) Windows and / or Linux.



Access to virtual desktops with UDS Enterprise.

Components needed to install and configure UDS
Enterprise Free & Evaluation Edition:


Virtual platform: The environment where both UDS servers and
self-generate virtual desktops will run. This environment must have
at least a datastore with enough free space, will run a DHCP virtual
network service to serve IPS virtual desktops and vCPU / vRAM
sufficient for all VMs.



UDS Server (broker): main element of the solution. It is provided in
Virtual Appliance format.



UDS Tunneler: It allows access from the WAN to the different
services and provides HTML5 access. It is provided in Virtual
Appliance format.



Base machines (Template OS): All self-generated desktops by
UDS will be based on this, can have Windows OS and / or Linux.



UDS Actor: It is installed as a service on the template virtual
machine, virtual desktops communicate with the UDS server through
the Actor.



UDS Plugin: It is installed on the client computer, it allows to
connect to virtual desktops and applications.
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Upload UDS Appliances to VMware vSphere Platform
The first task that should be performed is to create the UDS servers on
VMware vSphere virtual platform.

2.- Select the location of the appliance (.OVA) of the UDS server.

UDS servers are provided as pre-configured Virtual Appliances (.OVA). In
order to upload these appliances to VMware vSphere platform, we can use
the administration interface via web or vSphere client (the latter is the
method used in this document).
Steps:
1.- Open VMware vSphere connection Client using the vCenter server and
choose the option File \ Deploy OVF Template menu…
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3.- Select the name and location of the virtual machine.

5.- Mark the format "Zeroed Thick Provision Lazy".

6.- Review all options and finish the wizard.
4.- Indicate Datastore where to store the virtual server.

This import process must be done for the UDS server and in case you need
access from a WAN or access via HTML5, do it also for UDS Tunneler
server.
NOTE: For UDS Enterprise Free and Evaluation versions, the database server
(MySQL) is not necessary, since these versions activate an internal DB.
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UDS Server and UDS Tunneler Configuration
UDS Server Configuration

Step 2.- Activation Code for UDS Enterprise Free Edition or UDS Enterprise
Evaluation Edition (previously requested via e-mail to VirtualCable).

Once the UDS Server virtual platform hosted on VMware vSphere (Broker)
starts, open virtual machine console to proceed with its configuration.
Step 1.- Keyboard language selection.
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Step 3.- Configure the name and IP data:


Host Name. UDS server name.



Domain. Domain where it will be hosted (may be empty).



UDS server Network Data. IP address, netmask, gateway and DNS
servers).

Step 4.- System Administrator User Settings.
In this step, a user will be created to initially access UDS administration. The
password for this user will also be the password for UDS Appliance root user.

NOTE:
The password assigned to the UDS system administrator user will also be applied to the root of
the Linux OS that hosts the UDS software (you can change it via console within the virtual
appliance or the UDS administration).
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Step 5.- Configuration Summary.

Step 6.- Once finished, reboot the server.

If you need to re-run the setup wizard to modify any information, you should
authenticate on the server (with root user and administrator user password
established in Step 4) and run "SetupUDS.sh".

Once the new configuration is finished, you will need to restart the server
manually to apply the changes.
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UDS Tunnel Configuration
Once the import of UDS Tunneler Virtual Appliance on VMware vSphere is
done, open a console to proceed with its configuration.
NOTE:
In order to make a successful configuration of a UDS Tunnel server it is required to have
previously configured a UDS (broker) server and know its IP address.

Step 2.- Configure the name and IP data:


Host Name. UDS server name.



Domain. Domain where it will be hosted (may be empty).



UDS server Network Data. IP address, netmask, gateway and DNS
servers).

Step 1.- Keyboard language selection.
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Step 3.- Connection data to the UDS server (broker):


Broker Address: UDS broker IP address or DNS server name.



Broker Port: UDS Tunneler communication port with the broker.



Use SSL: Using SSL secure connection.

Step 4.- Setting root password.
The Linux OS root password.
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Step 5.- Launch the UDS Tunneler configuration:

If you need to re-run the setup wizard to modify any information, you should
authenticate yourself on the server (with root user and password set in step
4) and run "SetupTunneler.sh"

Once the configuration is done, you must restart the server manually to apply
the changes.

After completing all the steps, the UDS Tunneler will restart.

If you need to rerun the configuration wizard to modify some data, you will
have to authenticate your user on the server (with the root user and
password previously set to the root user in step 4) and execute the command
"SetupTunneler.sh"

Once the configuration is done, it will be necessary to restart the server
manually to apply the changes.
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Preparing Windows 10 & Ubuntu 16.04 Templates - UDS Actor+RDP
For automatic deployment of virtual desktops based on OS template is
necessary to perform a series of prerequisite tasks in the template. This
section gives an example of how to prepare a Windows (10) and Linux
(Ubuntu 16.04 + XFCE) Templates.
Transport (connection protocol) used by users to connect to these OSs will
be RDP (in the case of Linux OS we will use XRPD).

UDS Actor Installation and Configuration
After installing the OS, VMware tools, all desired applications, and performed
an optimization of the VM (disable unnecessary services, automatic updates,
programs at startup, etc ...), we can install the UDS Actor.
The UDS Actor is the software that performs the functions of communication
for data transmission (virtual desktop status, hostname ...) and commands
between the UDS server (broker) and virtual desktops managed by UDS
Enterprise.
It is installed as a service on the virtual machine to be used as a template to
create groups of virtual desktops based on Linked Clones.
To install the UDS Actor you will need to pre-download from the UDS server
itself selecting the right actor for each platform (Windows and / or Linux).
This requires a connection to the UDS server (hosted on the virtual platform
and completed the setup wizard) via web browser after having authenticated
with administrative user credentials (user created during the UDS server
setup wizard):
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In the user menu, select "Downloads":

UDS Actor installation in Windows 10
Once you downloaded the actor for Windows machines (UDSActorSetup2.1.0.exe) in the template, you execute it to proceed with installation.
NOTE:
Before installing the Actor, you will need UDS server name or IP address of (broker).

The UDS actors available for download will be displayed, select the actor
corresponding to the OS that is installed on the template you will use to
deploy virtual desktops with UDS:


For Windows 10 template: UDSActorSetup-2.1.0.exe



For Ubuntu 16.04 template: udsactor_2.1.0_all.deb
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Accept the license agreement:

Click on "Install" to proceed with the installation.

After the installation is done, proceed to the configuration of the UDS Actor:

Select installation path of the UDS Actor:
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Enter the IP address or name of the UDS server (broker) and indicate if a
secure connection will be used and which level of generated logs will be
performed.

We need to indicate the "UDS Master Key" field generated by the UDS
server (this code provides greater security to the system).

After setting these parameters, we run the connection test to check the
connectivity to the UDS server (80/443 ports):

To obtain this code we need to access the UDS administration (with a user
with administrative permissions), section "Tools - Configuration", select the
tab "Security" and copy the code parameter "Master Key":

We accept and finish the installation of the UDS Actor.
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UDS Actor installation in Ubuntu 16.04
Once you have downloaded the Actor for Linux machines
(udsactor_2.1.0_all.deb) in the template, we execute it to proceed with
installation.

Once we have installed all the necessary dependencies, UDS Actor
installation will continue automatically. In the setup wizard you indicate the IP
address of UDS server:

NOTE:
Before installing the actor, you will need UDS server name or IP address of (broker).

Installation may fail because some dependencies are missing, then launch
automatic install:

Select the type of communication with the UDS server (port 80/443):

Indicate the "UDS Master Key".
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To obtain this code we need to access the UDS administration (with a user
with administrative permissions), section "Tools - Configuration", select the
tab "Security" and copy the code parameter "Master Key":

For the modification of a configuration parameter in the UDS Actor, you can
do it with the actor interface or directly in the configuration file located in
/etc/udsactor/udsactor.cfg (root permissions are needed to access this
configuration file).

We accept and finish the installation of UDS Actor.
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RDP Installation and Configuration
This section will show how to install and configure the RDP protocol (XRPD
for Linux) to connect to the virtual desktop.

Enable RDP in Windows 10
Windows 10 OS has natively the default RDP protocol, so you only have to
enable it:
Control Panel - System - Remote settings

If you enable the option "Allow connections only from computers running
Remote Desktop with Network Level Authentication (recommended)",
you can only connect to virtual desktops from Windows client connection
(you cannot connect from Linux or Mac clients or use the HTML5
connection).
In order to make a connection via HTML5 (RDP encapsulated in the
browser), you want to change this registry parameter:

Check the option "Allow remote connections to this computer".

https://www.udsenterprise.com/es/wiki/Troubleshooting/Windows/Windows10
-HTML5/
Also, make sure the firewall is not blocking connections
to port 3389).
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After the configuration, try to connect via RDP to the template to verify if the
operation is successful.

The script will perform the following tasks:


Enable XRPD in Ubuntu 16.04
To connect to desktop Linux using the XRPD protocol installation is required,
this section will show installation using an installation script created by the
team of Virtual Cable.
Before proceeding with installing XRPD, you need to update your
repositories:

Once updated, you will install the XRPD version 0.9.1 through the script
provided by the development team of UDS Enterprise (you must run the
script with a session running graphical environment).










Verifies that the setxkbmap is available (command to view and
change the keyboard).
Performs pre-installation requirements to compile the xrdp service.
Installs an alternative desktop for use with xrdp, in this case install
the desktop environment XFCE4 (the desktop that comes with
Xubuntu, Unity is not compatible with XRPD).
Automatically downloads the most recent packages of xorgxrdp and
xrdp.
Compiles Xorgxrdp previously downloaded packages.
Installs X11vnc and tightvncserver, open software for remote access.
Sets the window manager.
Generates certificates.
Installs XRPD.

Upon completion of the whole process, you want to check your version of
XRPD with the command: xrdp --version

Copy the script to your Ubuntu template (previously downloaded from the
repository indicated in the previous section) and run it:

During the installation process the script will automatically add other
necessary components. The estimated time that installation takes is 4 to 8
minutes.
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Restart the template and check access via RDP client "remote desktop"
Windows or "freerdp" / "rdesktop" of Linux.
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UDS Enterprise administration
Once you have the UDS Appliances configured on your Windows or Linux
template (with installed actor and configured connection protocol) available to
deploy desktops, you will access the UDS administration panel to register the
necessary components that will allow you to publish virtual desktop.

After validation, you can access the User Services window. Expand the user
menu and select "Dashboard" to access UDS administration.

To do this you access the IP address or server name and provide UDS
administrator credentials (in this first access you must use the administrator
user specified in the configuration process of “UDS Server Virtual
Appliance”, step 4).

Panel de administración de UDS Enterprise:
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Configure "Service Providers"
This is an example of creating a service provider of type VMware vCenter.
In "Services", click on "New" and select "VMWare vCenter Platform
Provider":

You need to run the connection test to confirm correct communication with
the vCenter server.
Fill the minimum configuration parameters (tab "Main"): name, IP or
hostname of the vCenter server and user / password with permissions on
vCenter management.
For more information on the meaning of each field or other service provider,
see UDS Enterprise installation, administration and user guide
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Once the vSphere platform is integrated (where virtual desktops will be
created), you must create a base service of type "VMware Vcenter
Platform Linked Clone”.
Select the "Service Provider" as defined above, click on "New" and create a
"VMware vCenter Platform Linked Clone".

Fill the minimum configuration parameters (tab "Main" and "Machine"):
identification service name, vSphere datacenter chosen for deployment,
resource pool to host desktops, datastore to accommodate publications,
resource pool where our VM template is hosted, basic machine or template
to be used by the services, generated resources: vRAM for desktops, virtual
networking, storage for hosting virtual desktops and a suffix name to assign
to the generated desktops.
.
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Configure “Authenticators”
This is an example of how to create an authenticator of type "Internal
Database".
In "Authenticators", click on "New" and select "Internal Database":

For more information on the meaning of each field see UDS Enterprise
installation, administration and user guide.
Upon saving you will have a valid "VMware vCenter Platform Linked
Clone" on the VMware vSphere platform. You will be able then to register all
the services you need at UDS platform.
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Fill the minimum configuration parameters (tab "Main"): authenticator name,
priority and label.

Fill the minimum configuration parameters: Group Name.

Once you have created the authenticator of type "Internal Database", you
will need to register users and user groups to allow access to the system (as
an administrator and/or as a user).
Select the authenticator "Internal Database" previously created and in the
"Groups" tab click on "New".

Once the group or groups are created, you can register and assign users to
one or several groups.
Select the Authenticator "Internal Database" previously created and hit the
"Users" tab, then click on "New".
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In this example we have created two user groups (one for users and one for
administrators):

Fill the minimum configuration parameters: user name, password.
Assign this user to the group created previously.

And several users (one with administrative rights and belongs to the group
"Admins"):

For more information on the meaning of each field or other authenticator,
see UDS Enterprise installation, administration and user guide.
If you need to create an administrator user, enable: "Staff member" and
"Admin".
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Configure “OS Managers”
This is an example of how to create an OS Manager of type "Windows
Basic OS Manager" and another one of type "Linux OS Manager".

Fill the minimum settings: OS Manager Name, persistent desktops (“Keep
service assigned" = persistent, "Remove service" = non-persistent) and
downtime in seconds (UDS will handle logouts automatically after that time
<= 0 applied, min value. = 300).

In "OS Managers", click on "New" and select "Windows Basic OS
Manager" / "Linux OS Manager":

Linux OS Manager
It is used for virtual desktops based on Linux systems. It may choose either
persistent or non-persistent virtual desktops generated by UDS.

Windows Basic OS Manager
It is used for virtual desktops based on Windows systems that are not part of
an AD domain. It may choose either persistent or non-persistent virtual
desktops generated by UDS.
In this example, you configure a Windows desktop persistent virtual service
(Option: "Keep service assigned").

In this example, you configure a Linux non-persistent virtual service desktop
(option: "Remove service").
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Fill the minimum settings: OS Manager Name, persistent desktops (“Keep
service assigned" = persistent, "Remove service" = non-persistent) and
downtime in seconds (UDS will handle logouts automatically after that time
<= 0 applied, min value. = 300).

Set up “Transports”
The last task before creating a "Service Pool" will enlist as many
"Transports" as you need. You can create a single transport for various
"Service Pools" or set one for each "Service Pool".
When you create a "Transport" you must choose whether it will be Direct or
Tunneled:


Direct: Such connection is used when the client has access directly
to desktops (eg, LAN, VPN, etc ...).



Tunneled: This type of connection is used when the client does not
have direct connectivity to the desktop (WAN remote site, HTML5,
etc ...). These transports will rely on the UDS Tunneler server to
connect.

Then configure an "RDP Transport" Direct (accessible only from a LAN) and
an "HTML5 RDP Transport" tunneled (also accessible from LAN, HTML5
transport always uses the Tunnel server).

For more information on the meaning of each field or other OS Managers,
see UDS Enterprise installation, administration and user guide.
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RDP Transport (Direct)
In "Connectivity", click on "New", "Direct" and select "RDP Transport":

Fill the minimum configuration parameters:


Main: Transport name, priority and authorized devices.
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Credentials: In this example, we will use an existing local user on
the Windows 10 template.



Parameters: We activate the features we need.

Create another transport of the same type to our Ubuntu template.
NOTE:
In transports created for Ubuntu 16.04 you will not be able to activate the "Allow Printers" option
since XRPD is incompatible with printer redirection.
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HTML5 RDP Transport
In "Connectivity", click on "New", "Tunneled" and select "HTML5 RDP
Transport":

Fill the minimum configuration parameters:


Main: Transport name, priority and authorized devices



Tunnel: IP or UDS Tunneler server name:
https: //IP_Tunnel: 10443
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Credentials: In this example, we will use an existing local user on
the Windows 10 template.



Parameters: Activate the features you need.

Create another transport of the same to our Ubuntu template.
NOTE:
Audio redirection may not work depending on the web browser you are using.
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After the creation of all transports we can create a "Service Pool" to publish
services.

Configure “Service Pools”
Once we have created and set at least one "Service Providers" (with a base
service), an authenticator (with user and group), an "OS Manager" and
"Transport", we will have to create a "Service Pool" to publish virtual
desktops.
In this example we will create two service Pools, one for Windows 10 and
another one for Ubuntu 16.04.
In the menu "Service Pools", click on "New":

For more information on the meaning of each field or other transport, see
UDS Enterprise installation, administration and user guide.
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Service Pool: Windows 10
Fill the minimum configuration parameters:




Availability: We indicate the values of the cache system (prepares
and maintains a specific number of desktops automatically). In this
example, you will configure initially 2 desktops (initial) and always
keep 2 desktops in (cache):

Main: Service name, indicate the "Base service" created earlier in
the "Service Provider" vCenter5 (Windows 10) and finally select the
"OS Manager" created earlier for Windows machines (Windows
Basic persistent):

In the "Display" tab you can also assign an icon to enhance service
identification for the user and group it with other services (see UDS
Enterprise installation, administration and user guide for more information).
Upon saving, UDS starts automatically the publication of the service, in this
process a clone of the template is performed, the name used is:
UDS Publication name_ServicePool-Publication Number / revision
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Then, clones begin to be created and virtual desktops are started (the
number of the "available" in the service Pool tab).

Note:
It is recommended that the template is powered off before you launch the publication.

Once the task is completed, you will see in UDS (in the "Publications" tab,
selecting the "Service Pool") your valid publication.

In the "Cache" tab we can see the status of these publications. When the
status is valid, “services are accessible by users” (if not valid, services will
not be accessible by users).
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These desktops "Cache" tab are passed to the "Assigned services" tab
when a user requests access to a service (assigning a desktop to a user).
Finally have to select which user groups will have access to the service and
how they connect to the desktop.
To assign user groups you need to go to service pools, select the "Groups"
tab and click on "New".

Selecting the desktop, you can access the log and view all tasks performed
by the UDS Actor with errors.
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Select the authenticator (in our case we only have one) and the group we
want to have access to this Service Pool.

To assign transport services and how users can connect to your desktop,
select the "Transports" tab (previously selecting the "Service Pool") and
click on "New".

You can add as many user groups as you need:

Select previously created Windows Transport and save.

In this example we assign two transports, RDP and HTML5 (the least priority
will be used by default).
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Once all these tasks are performed, users (belonging to the "Users" or
"Admins" group) could access their Windows 10 virtual desktops through a
direct RDP connection and also HTML5.

Service Pool: Ubuntu 16.04
We repeat the tasks performed on Windows 10 Desktop service to create an
Ubuntu service.
Fill the minimum configuration parameters:


Main: Service name, indicate the "Base service" created earlier in
the "Service Provider" (Ubuntu16) and finally select the "OS
Manager" for Windows machines (Windows Basic persistent):
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Availability: We indicate the values of the cache system (prepares
and maintains a specific number of desktops automatically). In this
example, you will configure initially 4 desktops (initial) and always
keep 3 desktops in (cache).

You want to assign user groups and Transports as in the previous service to
finalize the configuration.
At this point you will have two "Service Pools" (one with Windows10 and
another with Ubuntu16.04) available for user access:
Upon saving, the creation of the services starts automatically.
Once the publication is created (cloning template) desktops are generated.
As in the previous service, we check if the desktops are in valid state:
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UDS Plugin Installation
To connect to a virtual desktop through any transport other than HTML5, it
will be necessary for the connecting client computer to have the UDS Plugin
installed.

The system will automatically detect the OS and allow downloading the
plugin:

In the first access to a desktop or virtual application, UDS will automatically
recognize the Operating System from which the user is connecting and will
offer the appropriate plugin download for it.
At any time, we can access the plugin downloads window by displaying the
user options and selecting: "UDS Plugin".
UDS session started with a user (in our case we will use the user: user01,
previously created in the UDS authenticator)
In the user menu select "UDS Plugin":
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UDS Plugin Installation: Windows

Once you have installed the UDS Plugin in the Windows client, you can
access your virtual desktops (Windows or Linux) via direct RDP transport.

Once you have downloaded the plugin for Windows computers, run it to
proceed with the installation:

UDS Plugin Installation: Linux (Ubuntu 16.04)
Once you have downloaded the plugin for Linux computers (Ubuntu in this
case), we run it to proceed with the installation:

Installation may fail because some dependencies are missing: The
command: “sudo apt-get -f install” forces the install of missing
dependencies.
Indicate installation path:

After the installation of all dependencies, UDS Plugin installation will
continue.

Finish.

Once the UDS plugin is installed on the client computer Ubuntu Linux, you
can access your virtual desktops (Windows or Linux) via direct RDP
transport.
If you need to uninstall the UDS plugin, run: sudo dpkg --purge udsclient
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Access Virtual Desktops with UDS Enterprise
dministrando UDS

After the publication of the two "Service Pools", and your services have
been generated in "valid" state, you can access your virtual desktops.

In our case we will have two services (one Windows 10 and one Ubuntu
16.04):

The user access is made via web browser (currently Firefox, Chrome and
Opera browsers are supported), indicate the username and password (in this
example the user "user01" created in the "Internal DB").

As you can see, in the lower right corner of the service a "gear" appears,
which tells us that there is more than one type of transport to connect to the
service. If you click directly on the service, you invoke the default transport
(transport with lower value in the field priority will be the UDS transport set by
"default"), if you want to use a different, select to drop down the list.

Once validated in the system, you will see all the services you have access
to (previously assigned to your user groups in the "Service Pool").
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If we access a virtual desktop through the HTML5 transport, said desktop will
be shown inside the browser:

UDS records any access and displays information about it.
We access the control panel, select the "Service Pool" and it opens the
"Assigned services" tab”.

If you access with any other transport other than HTML5, the UDS Plugin will
be responsible for calling the connection client protocol chosen (in this
example RDP) to make the connection to the virtual desktop:

In order to identify and be able to access services more easily, it is
recommended to use "Pool Groups" and to personalize the image of the
service:
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UDS Enterprise Contact

11, Severo Ochoa Street2nd Floor, 28521
Rivas Futura - Rivas
Vaciamadrid
Madrid, Spain

VirtualCable markets UDS Enterprise through a subscription model,
including support and updates, depending on the number of users.
In addition, VirtualCable offers professional services to install and
configure UDS Enterprise and other virtualization technologies.
For more information, visit www.udsenterprise.com or send us an
email to info@udsenterprise.com

All proper names of programs, operating systems, hardware, etc. that appear in this document are registered trademarks of their respective companies
or organizations.
All rights reserved. The content of this work is protected by law, which establishes prison sentences and / or fines, in addition to the corresponding
compensation for damages, for those who reproduce, plagiarize, distribute or communicate publicly, in whole or in part, a work literary, artistic or
scientific, or its transformation, interpretation or artistic execution fixed on any type of medium or communicated through any means, without the
required authorization
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